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At one time, computer hardware was the key differentiator in information technology—what gave an organization it's competitive edge. Then, as hardware prices fell, software took center stage. Today, software having become a broadly shared commodity, a new differentiator has emerged—usability. Applications, including Web sites, are usable if they are practical, useful, easy to work with, and satisfying. Usability is now the factor likeliest to give an organization a distinct advantage.

           Institutionalization of Usability shows how to make user-centered design and development a routine practice within an enterprise. Other excellent books explain precisely how to make software usable; this book builds on that foundation, and focuses instead on how to get usability recognized and incorporated into an organization's values and culture. Based on author Eric Schaffer's extensive experience, the book provides a solid methodology for institutionalizing usability, guiding readers step-by-step with practical advice on topics like organizational change, milestones, toolsets, infrastructure, and staffing requirements needed to achieve fully mature usability engineering.

Learn how to:

	
    Educate your organization about the importance of usability 

    
	
    Hire and coordinate usability staff and consultants 

    
	
    Plan the standards, design, and implementation phases 

    
	
    Retrofit a method that has added user-centered activities 

    
	
    Recruit participants for usability interviews and testing 

    
	
    Select the right staff and project to showcase-by timeline, user impact, and visibility 

    
	
    Evangelize, train and mentor staff, and support the community

    


Whether you are an executive leading the institutionalization process, a manager supporting the transition, or an engineer working on usability issues, Institutionalization of Usability will help you to build usability into your software practices.
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Inside Windows® Server 2003Addison Wesley, 2003
Inside Windows .NET Server contains comprehensive  information on deploying, managing, and troubleshooting systems using both  Windows .NET and its predecessor. Readers get the in-depth, practical knowledge  they need to master the hundreds of complex and often frustrating features found  in Windows .NET Server....
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Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
"This encyclopedia has a breadth and depth that makes it a valuable reference work for anyone." --Prof. Miles Nicholls, RMIT University, Australia 

       The Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management is the leading reference source for dynamic and innovative research in the field of...
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GSM Networks: Protocols, Terminology and ImplementationArtech House Publishers, 1998
Someone who wants to get to know the customs of a country frequently
receives the advice to learn the language of that country. Why? Because the differences
that distinguish the people of one country from those of another are
reflected in the language. For example, the people of the islands of the Pacific
do not have a term for...
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Making it Big in Software: Get the Job. Work the Org. Become Great.Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Software Insider’s Guide to Getting Hired and Getting to the Top!


	 


	Here’s all the information you need to jumpstart your software career: the best ways to get hired, move up, and blaze your way to the top! The software business...
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Think StatsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you know how to program, you have the skills to turn data into knowledge, using tools of probability and statistics. This concise introduction shows you how to perform statistical analysis computationally, rather than mathematically, with programs written in Python.

	
		By working with a single case study throughout this...
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iPhone Book, The (Covers iPhone 4 and iPhone 3GS) (4th Edition) (iPhone Books)Peachpit Press, 2010

	If you're looking for a book that focuses on just the most important, most useful, and most fun stuff about your iPhone 4--you've found it. There are basically two types of iPhone books out there: (1) The "tell-me-all-about-it" kind, which includes in-depth discussions on everything from wireless network protocols to...
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